CIRCULAR

Subject: Printing of Final Reports of individual Consortia under NAIP - reg.

All the CPIs are requested to submit the printing bills of Final Reports of individual Consortia to PIU-Finance latest by June 25, 2014. It is also requested that each CPI may get up to 200 copies of the Report printed for vide circulation in the NARS and submit 10 copies of the Final Report to the concerned National Coordinator at PIU-NAIP. In view of above, the CPIs are advised to send the bill duly verified as per the following format of the certificate to be affixed on the body of the bill:

"This is to certify that the quality of printing is satisfactory, number of pages in the Report as claimed in the bill is correct and bill raised is as per the project norms/ approved rates"

Sign
CPI
With Seal/ Stamp

Further, in order to make online transfer to firm’s Bank account, the following details of the firm’s Bank is also required by PIU-Finance:

1. Name of Firm’s Bank
2. Name of the Branch of Bank
3. IFSC Code No.
4. Account No. of the Firm

This issues with the approval of National Director, NAIP.

Yours sincerely,

(S. Bilgrami)
Director Finance